
May 25, 2002

MEMORANDUM TO: Farouk Eltawila, Director, DSARE:RES

THRU: Jack Rosenthal, Chief, SMSAB:DSARE:RES  Original signed by J. Rosenthal

FROM: Jennifer Uhle. SMSAB:DSARE:RES    J. Rosenthal signed for

SUBJECT: TRIP REPORT TO SPRING 2002 CAMP MEETING

As you are aware, I traveled to Bratislava, Slovak Republic to chair the Spring 2002 Meeting of
the Code Applications and Maintenance Program (CAMP).  The meeting was hosted by the
Nuclear Regulatory Authority of the Slovak Republic and was held May 13 -15, 2002.  About 50
people attended the meeting, representing the following countries:

Argentina Belgium Brazil Croatia Czech Republic Finland
France Germany Hungary Italy Korea Russia Slovakia
Slovenia Sweden Turkey USA

Meeting minutes are being prepared by Information Systems Laboratory, Inc. (ISL) and will be
forwarded to you when they are completed, which is anticipated to be at the end of June.

In general the CAMP members are satisfied with the RELAP5 code and plan to renew their
agreement.  All were happy to see the terms of the agreements will not change.  The members
requested that the CAMP website be reinstated as soon as possible to facilitate information
exchange.  The group prefers that the Fall 2002 meeting be held in Alexandria, Va. or
downtown Washington, D.C.  Tomislav Bajs of Croatia has proposed to host the Spring 2003
meeting. After some deliberation, the top priorities were determined to be:

1. Modify RELAP5 to track separate noncondensable gas species (up to five) in
each cell.  Note:  TRAC-M has this capability.

2. Enable the nearly-implicit numerical scheme, including enabling the Henry-
Fauske choked flow model to work with the nearly-implicit option.  Note: this
work is underway at ISL.

3. Improved level tracking model-- incorporate the TRAC-M model into RELAP5.

4. Platform independent binary steam tables.  Note:  this work would also ease
installation of the TRAC-M code since the same steam tables are used.

5. Supercritical state fixes.  Note: this work is underway at ISL.

6. Pressurizer spray model.  Germany (Framatome) has committed to determining
what data are available to benchmark the model.  Until this information is 
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received, this development activity was put on hold.  Note: a similar model is also
of use for TRAC-M for BWR core spray.

7. Provide the complete set of steam-tables as a function of (P,h) and (P, ) to
facilitate coupling to other codes that use these formulations.

Issues raised by individual members and require action are delineated below:

1. Due to the economic situation in Argentina, Juan Carlos Ferreri will submit a
request to provide NRC with technical support of our choice in lieu of the
financial contribution.

2. Ali Tanrikut of Turkey asked that we mail him the proposed CAMP agreement,
because his e-mail system is preventing him from receiving it.

3. Csaba Mandy of Belgium presented the Tractebel expectations of SNAP and
indicated the users would like to be able to use the NPA masks.  This is not
possible and would be time consuming to develop.  I suggested that all members
who use the NPA send us the masks in use and we could get an intern student
such as Craig Gerardi to develop the masks in SNAP.  We could then distribute
them with the masks we currently provide.  This proposal was accepted and
appreciated by all the members.

4. Through informal communication, I was informed that the German TUV
management has requested that Jurgen Perlia choose between participation in
CAMP or the CATHARE user group.  TUV’s prime concern is the development
plans for the three-dimensional kinetics module.  I indicated to him that we would
provide them with a detailed development schedule with the understanding that
the plan would be subject to change based on NRC priorities.

5. Korea requests a more recent version of the TRAC-M code to help them fulfill
their downcomer boiling collaborative agreement work.  Dr. In-Goo Kim has
replaced Dr. Bang as the Korean representative to CAMP.

6. Wolfgang Tietsch of Westinghouse (Germany) inquired as to the status of the in-
kind report on pressure wave propagation.  I provided Steve Bajorek a copy of
this report to assist us in defending the claim that first-order up-wind differenced
semi-implicit numerical schemes could track pressure wave propagation, since
we may use TRAC-M to evaluate the hydraulic loads on the steam generator
tubes during a main steam line break as part of the steam generator tube
integrity plan.  He has this copy if the original copy, provided to Mike Rubin for
publication cannot be located.  I believe the publication process may just be
delayed because of screening all reports for sensitive information.  This needs to
be investigated.

7. Tomislav Bajs of Croatia is planning to recompile RELAP5 with the three-
dimensional kinetics module as a single program to reduce the runtime. 
Currently, they are run as separate processes using PVM for message passing. 
This technique facilitates development and maintenance but can increase
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runtime by up to 20%.  Croatia will document and benchmark the work and
provide it as an in-kind contribution.  They will also support its use by any other
member.  NRC will not maintain this version unless CAMP members vote this to
be a high priority.

8. Prof. Bajs requests that NRC provide him with the COBRA-TF code so that he
can couple it to RELAP5 as a research project for a student.  We have provided
COBRA-TF to Korea and other organizations, so I indicated we could provide
him with this code. 
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